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FUNDER ROLE 
▪ Collective Impact Approach: UWSL, committed investors and partners are working to break 
down silos to share accountability across organizations, use data for continuous improvement, 
and align resources and programs.  UWSL’s ongoing backbone support and leadership directs 
investments towards promoting population-level results through partnership, alignment and 
integration of programs and efforts, with an emphasis on adaptive leadership and RBA.  
▪ Rogers Family Foundation provides operating support to Oakland Literacy Coalition (OLC), home 
of Oakland Reads in multi-year grants.  OLC hosts quarterly member convenings with 
representatives of the literacy provider network, District leaders, local funders, and other 
stakeholders --- almost all claim goal of reaching 85% reading proficiency by 3rd grade, (now at 
46%).  Rogers is also active in attending county and city collaboratives held by Oakland Starting 
Smart and Strong and the Mayor’s Educational platform: Oakland Promise. Rogers has helped 
position OLC to have a leadership role around data and evaluation, reporting metrics, and 
analyzing data. 
▪ Funders need to find other funder/foundation supporters and seek alignment.  Find people you 
are aligned with who want to achieve what you want to achieve and apply these collective impact 
conversations to see it from different perspectives.  
 

 KEY DECISIONS & ACTIONS 
▪UWSL no longer reports on programmatic results, measures of success show impact for entire 
schools, communities and regions. Its partners have worked to integrate healthcare into 
neighborhoods and schools to increase accessibility and quality of care. 
▪UWSL and its committed partners are building cross-sector partnerships to address: chronic 
absence, dental access and mental health accessibility. 
▪Remainder of Rogers Early Literacy portfolio supports between 15-20 organizations that provide 
literacy interventions to Oakland public school students K-3rd. City-wide collaboration include local 
funders, District leaders, the Oakland Literacy Coalition, charter partners, the Oakland Public 
Education Fund, and representatives from the Oakland Promise work that are interested in lifting up 
quality literacy providers. With the collective impact approach, shared measurement, shared impact, 
shared best practices and models, and a network of a diverse field of providers without duplicative 
efforts is possible. 
▪Oakland looking to find the systemic shift --- can’t do that without investing in data sharing and 
engaging other community partners. OLC cultivates that trust over the years, can gain support from 
other foundations and begin to leverage dollars. 
▪By 2020, literacy grantees will provide evidence based interventions and support services to a 
minimum of 2500 K-3 public school students, stronger systems will be in place to support schools. 

RESULTS 
 
▪ UWSL reports measurable results for low income students, with particular success for English 
Language Learners (ELL) and refugees in the City of South Salt Lake.  
 
▪ Salt Lake: schools in some of the poorest communities are outperforming schools in affluent 
neighborhoods; health is improving and crime decreasing. Since 2013, Kearns High School has had 
the largest growth in high school graduation. 
 
▪ Salt Lake Granite School District high quality preschool program - UWSL launched social impact 
bond in 2013, investors were paid back plus interest. 
 
▪ OLC: Funder dialogs are a reality, community partner impact makes it possible to have a select 
pool of organizations, democratizing access to data.  OLC could not have done that if still housed 
at Rogers. 
 
▪ Oakland Promise, Cradle to Career, also collective impact approach --- cost benefit analysis 
makes sense. 
 

 CHALLENGES, NEXT STEPS & KEY TAKEAWAYS:  
▪ United Ways have dual roles as a fundraiser and a grant maker. ‘We cannot program our way into 
results by doing traditional grant making.’ 
▪ UWSL built slowly from the groundwork, 2012 and 2013 ‘our work was pretty messy.’ 
▪‘Changing donor demographics, we needed a resource development strategy. Donors are changing 
and workplace is changing. Major gifts campaign, hope and promise – now we have 5 years of data. 
You think it would be easier, but it isn’t.’   
▪ Funders to leverage other funders: Need leadership people of collective impact partnership to 
engage and convince other leadership, Boards, school districts, systems, policy makers, mayors, 
state legislators, governors and other funders/foundations to understand collective impact 
approach. 
▪‘Collective impact is difficult to explain in 10 min, but we can explain 3rd grade reading and 8th 
grade math. Start there.’ 
▪Goal to reduce system barriers, piece and scale best practices: ample warning, need a 3 year 
window. Funders and partners will go in and out.   It’s not until the last 6 months of the last 3 years, 
that we have seen change and results we wanted to achieve.  Stay committed for the long haul. 
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